
The duties of the internal transport are expanding, 
as well as the company. Quick decisions are asked 
to meet the rising transport amount along the added  
value chain. 

The job to be mastered playfully in the beginning of the 
transport management with stackers and employees 
devours an ever growing expenditure of time with 
increasing company size and becomes successive a 
stressful fulltime-job or impossible.
The logistic basic principle - the right product at the 
right time at the right place - is more and more often 
offended. 

Where suitable buffer surfaces are absent, it comes 
without fail to interferences in the added value 
processes. Dead times of machines and plants 
because of missing products diminish therefore 
the effectiveness of the whole operational capacity 
process. 

With the transport management system (ISIPlus® - 
TMS) your stacker’s fleet and your employees can be 
optimally deployed and co-ordinated. 
The saving potentials and utility values for your 
company provide for a quick ROI.

 ` Saving in stackers and staff by raised extent of 
   utilisation, reduction of empty drives and a range- 
    covering allocation of duties. 
 ` The quality in the transport handling adepts a 

    significant improvement. 
 ` Through a continuous data acquisition and recording 

     the retrace ability of all transport and logistics duties 
    is guaranteed.

With the application of ISIPlus® - TMS you receive 
a road-optimised transport control for the quick 
processing of your customer missions. 
ISIPlus® - TMS accelerates your picking operation 
and decommissioning.

On this way a picking operation with smart Routing 
can occur directly in the palette location, without 
prior moving of the whole loading unity to a picking 
station.     
Stocktaking is handled quick and efficient with 
ISIPlus® - TMS. Permanent stocktaking can be carried 
out parallel to the warehouse operation. 
According to the use of the application possibilities 
the implementation of ISIPlus® - TMS generally leads 
to a current Return Of investment (ROI). 

Technical Base of the TMS
Wireless LAN (Wireless Ethernet) allows the access 
to network resources by the application of radio as 
transport media. 
The so-called radio cell is the basic module of a 
WLAN radio net. Generally a radio cell covers a 
circular range. 
Workstations, notebooks, stacker terminals and other 
devices equipped with radio can be moved in this cell 
freely. 
For ISIPlus® - TMS we measure the local 
occurrences according to your demands and design 
a universal wireless infrastructure. The data will be 
transferred after the international Wireless standard  
802.11a/b/g.
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To guarantee the WLAN security, we place on actual 
encryption procedures of the pure data traffic and 
complement according to your demands with special 
security technologies. Thereby ISIPlus® - TMS allows 
to customise itself individually to the security default 
which you have fixed for your EDP infrastructure. 
For the access to the ISIPlus® - TMS terminals 
are integrated into the WLAN and are installed on 
the stackers or made available as cordless hand 
terminals. On this way, the data is always where it’s 
needed – with your employees.

The benefits of the ISIPlus® - TMS at a 
glance

Functionalities of the ISIPlus® - TMS
The following functions are available to you: 

 ` Security (registration occurs by login card)
 ` Processing of transport missions
 ` Storage after default
 ` Storage without default
 ` Relocation
 ` Paging after default
 ` Paging without default
 ` Picking 
 ` Decommissioning
 ` Order picking
 ` Direct shipping
 ` Label printing function
 ` Information query of storage facility amount
 ` Information query of pallets
 ` Stocktaking for inventory

System integration of the ISIPlus® - TMS
In the following graphic overview an exemplary 
integration of ISIPlus® - TMS on your network is 
displayed. 
All warehouse movements are booked immediately 
and on a real-time basis.
Stock errors (shelf full, shelf empty) can be announced 
by the employee any time and be corrected.
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We are available for further information to you with 
pleasure. We are glad about your establishment of 
contact. 
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